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Ch.4. Essential Insight (at arms length) 

§ 18. Objectivism without objects 

The above remarks on the possibi 11 ty of a coherent (though perhaps tongue

in-chaek) 'platonism of meanings' ma;r allow US to throw some light on the 

pcssibility of an adequate philosoph¥ .of mathematics which would ellClude 

ca""Hment to mathematical objects as such. In particular, what are we 

to make of claims to the effect that 'the onl;r context where speaki ng of 

existence in mathematics litera"y sense' is as 'a valuable heuris-

tic trick in the process of extracting meaning from recondite constructs', 

(Castonguay, 1972, 91): 

the mathematician ma;r find it convenient, when squeezing prop

erties and relations out of the construct "natural number", to 

visualise himself in the process of counting a countable inflnit;r 

of actual objects, or, when prrlns out the properties of "set",to 

contemplate some peradise of multihued entities. Doing original 

research is hard enough: if the researcher feels more comfortable 

when deep in a plusb;r Platoni st sofa, there is no reason to disturb 

him by telling him the sofa's not there. (IDe.cit.) 

But once the invented construct gua meaning-entit1 has been 

teken hold of and developed in a natural or formal theor;,-, I:theJ 

ontological u.!hilical cord then becomes ueeless,and should be 

severed. (Lec.cit.) 

This makes too light of a highly complex issue however97 , if only be-

cause it fails to allow for a distinction between what might be called 'ver-

idical' "Platonist daydreeJlling" - which is subsequently proved to have been 

justified by its results - and the non-veridical type illustrated by explorer 

Jack, who packs him~elf off in search of the gelden mountain. 

Views such as those of C..-tonguay have gei ned currency onl;r against a 

general philosophical background of mistrust in mathematical objects as such. 

This first tock hold, perhaps, as a consequence of the discover;,- of the 

set-theoretic.peradoxes, for set theory had seemed to hold so much promi se 

• 
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as a ,miTers·l foundation for .... thematice, one which would p.'ovide an inter-

pretation of the latter as a science of objects (sets) of a 'ml fOliD sort. 

"Objectivism" however stresses that 'meanl ng was alive and w.ll in math-

emetics long before the advent of sets' (Castanguay,p.5) which take their 

place alongside other mathematical construct" as more or l.ess ,,-.. fill. heuris-

tic devices which may l.ead to the discovery of new, • objective' , mathemat-

ical results: 

nan the viewpo1J1t of meanlng-in-the ........ k1ng, the value of set

theoretic reductions is setlll to reside pMIMr1ly in an improvod 

facillt7 for making the inter-theoretic cauper1s"'s and analogies 

upon which mathematical development thrives. (Lac.cit.) 

The difficulty has been to develop an • objectivist' theory which would 

. 98 not co11epse into one or other version of 'sociologism' or ·antllropol.ap. .... • , 

doctrines which rest em an account of mathematical truth (or sane convention-

al1st en-losue of truth) as dependlng 11p)1I the bare fact of In"",n agreement. 

Agaln it would follow fran such till account that the necessity of mathem-

atical state .... nts ilould be denied, but this t:iJDe without the possibility 

of any IOitigatiOll along the 11 nes indicated in the previous section. 

nege's somewhat arcane theory of the 'objectivity' of concepts (cf. 

pp.41-3.77,79 and § 13ahove) has provided the inspiration for Bane interes-

ting attempts to devel.op a more adequate objectivi.... Hage h1msel.! 

dist;! ngni shed 

what I cal' objective frau what is bandleabl.e or spatial or actna'. 

The axis of the earth is objective, so is the centre of mass of the 

solar system, but I should not ce'l them actual in the way the 

earth itself is so. lie often speak of the equator as an 

an imag:!nsry line in the ]i M; but it would be WI ong to cal] it 

sense of a figment of thought ;Lit is • not • erdachte' -BS 99 . 
..J 

it is not a creature of thought. the product of a psychological 
" 100 process, but is only recognised Ill" apprehended by thought. (Gl ," 26) 

Againl The objectivit7 of the North Sea is not affected by the fact that it 

is a matter of our arbitrary choice which part of all the water on 

the earth' e surface .... IMrk off and eleot to call the "North Sea". 

(Lac.cit.) 
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The ultimate cOll8equences of such a view have been well-expressed by Moss who 

has defended (in discusllicm) the positicm that 

all roads exist, even though some have not been cut yet. 

SimiJar17 all poems, 8;ycphonies, fOZilial systems exist in a]1 possible languages, 

though of course some have not )'et been writteD or developed. 

Neverthsless all is not yet lost for the Fregean approach. This is seen by 

Thiel's 'objectivist' interpretation of Fregean phnosop~ of mathematics on 

the basi s of an iDterpretation - not .. hoil)' distant from our own - .of FIege' s 

term 'logical objects' iD a wa:j which denies the comparability of such 'objects' 

with III'mdaDe objects of reference (' 

Thiel's arglbent tunle upon a readiDg - recogJdsed sa non-orthodox from the 

poiDt of view of analytic-ph110sophical iDterpretetions of Frege - of the 

crucial passage in .. hich FIege tells 118 that 
101 

The self-subsistenoe which I am clai ming for 

num~rs i8 not to be taksn to mean that a n~er word si gni fies some

thi ng .. »a.remoTed from the context of a proposition, but onl ,. to 

preclude the use of such words as predicates or attributes, which 

appreciahl1 alters their meaning. (Gl, '60). 

What this paeB"ge mekes inned; ate17 clear is that number words ere not of the 

se ... sort sa predicates, but it1mplies aho, Thiel argue", that nor are 

the,- of the same sort as 

As 

ordi ner,. proper n9J1Jesf:. , the,- are of a th1 rd 

kind, not hitherto conllidered. 1I0rds of this third kind present them

selves iD a quite specific wa:j 85 bo,md up with the expressions iD 

which the,- occur. (1972, 26). 

orM nar,. objects, are associated with ordi oar,. 

proper namee, eo there are Gegenstllnde drltter ut 102associated - though iD 

a quite different manner - with lIl!rtar drltter Art (for exempl.e number_ords) 

snd posae .. si ng a characteristic of 'dependence' paral ] el to tha context-

dependence which is poseeseed lQ' such wardA!. The nature of this dep ,ndence 

can perhapa be iDdicated, iD 8 preJ1m1nsrr w~, b1 returning to hege's 

example of tha North Sea, ccmtrasting tha latter with an object of 'ordi nsr,. 

reference' such as my dog, MeiDcmg von flandechuchsheim. Clearl1 it 1s not 

• 
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the problem of determinate boundariee which is at stake here; the North Sea 

may well be more accurately and more conatently demarcated than Meinong the 

dog (do we include hie collar 1 the mud caked on hie legs 1 the food he hae 

just eaten 1). What ~ at issue is the dependence of North Sea demarcation 

lines(orar the of euch demarcation 1 1 nes, which may be even more 

important, for third I; Ind entities), dependence, that is to 

say, upon human decisions (acts or networks of acts of conscio1Jfmesa). Such 

decisions (or analogues of decisions) may &xpr$SS themselves instantaneously 

( 'And God separated the darkness from the light, and the part that was light 

he call ed ''Day'', and the d/U1aiess he called "Night", ... ') ,or they may express 

themselves in highl Y complex ways as part of the rami fied effects of the emp-

loyment of, for example, scientific s,ymbolism, when the decisions involved 

are mediated to euch an extent that the nation of 'decision' itself seems no 

longer applicable.(Cf.Sm:l.th,1975, and II 59 below). 

The term 'abstraction', heuristically introduced al.ong Husserlian lines 

in,the previous chapter, is nsed by Thiel to designate the process by which 

we grasp such third~d entities. It is liege's great achievem.mt, Thiel 

argues, that he 

first made thematic the problems of how abstraction-processes are 

effected, how they f'unction - unrenectedl;r - as 1ngen1ous aide in 

our language, and how, no less ingeni ously, they can be brought into 

the sciences. (1972, p.19).103 

Frege's own favoured example of such I abstraction' is provided by the 

introduction, in geometry, of talk of directions of Jines. One learns first 

to recoglll,se that two lines are parallel to each other, and on this basis 

one introduces the notion of the direction of a 11 ne : two 1 j nes are paral.lel 

if and on' y if they 'have the same direction'. Similarly two triangles are 

congruent if and only if they have the same shape, two poi nts are cm neident 

if and only if they have the same position, and so on. N1!mbers, too, exhibit 

precisely this kind of depandence (upon Objects in general., now) which direc

tions, shapes, positions exhibit relative to 11nes, triangles, and points.,04 

• 
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\/here the relation of 'dependence' between directions and lines 1s mediated 

by the relation of perala" i """ betlteen $ltapes and triangles by the relation 

of congzuence, s. the relation betweennnmhera and totalities of Objects 

nUlnb~red is medi ate<! b;r the relation of one_e COn espondence between sw::h 

totalities. Other ~X8mples of sw::h 'abstract Objects' 

Art) can now be advanced: 'tIertverlllufe (with the relatiOil 

drltter 

88 defined upon concepts, or the relation 

.,aJ.ue for an identical arg\!!D!nt 88 defined upon functions in general), 

lengths, sizes, temperatures, colours. In each case we go over fraD one 

mode or speech 

'the two 11MS ran pera1lel to each other' 

'the two heaps conta1n e~Jal'y meny bananas' 

'the tvo rulers vere equal] y 1mg', ••• 

to a second mode in which abstract Objects of appropriate !dnasare acialowled-

ged: 

'the two 11MS had the ""me 

'the two heaps had the same number of benanAs' 

'the two rulers had the same length I • 

With what right l"Thiel aeksJ are we allowed to emplo;r the second 
• 

lIod. of speech in favour of the first ...? w. must of course be GUre 
' .. 

that no contradiction thereby arises - for naturall;r one cannot con

sistently go from every arbitrary statement about two lines oyer tc an 

identit:r statement concerning "objects of the t·b1 rd Idnd" associated 

with them. (Ql?.cit.p.28). 

Our own suggestion would be that we have thi 6 'right' onlJ' if the 'd .. "",rcation' 

decision which underlies our reference to abstract Objects - e.g. colours -

of a particular !dnd ha .. been intersubjectively 'estabJtehed'. The notion 

of 'establishment' to which we appeal is, however, a highly complex one and 

even when precisely stated the condition which results is still onJ.y a 

necessary coodition for the acknowledpeet · of ahstract Objects. To provide 

sufficient conditione for such acknowledgment we shall have to introduce ,in 

Ch.12, notiooB of an even more complex nature which can be specified only ag-

ainst the background of a corre8pa1!din~1,. complex theory of ontology. Thiel,etal. 

however purport to provide both necesS8r)' and O'Uffieient conditionB for sw::h 

ac1rnowledpeut in OIIe (ingenious) swoop, to which we IINB1; now turn. 
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.19 • Equivalence relations and the theory of abstraction. 

On the "asis of a tradition which stretches back through IDrenzen (see e.g. his 
. 

1965) to Frege himself (Gl,Ch.IV and Gg), Thiel argues that those statements 

which can serve as the basis of an 'expansion' of ontology of the type which 

is marked by the transition nom the first th the second mode of &peech, are 

statements of equivalence between objeots. An equivalence relation 

R defined on a dmsin D of objects is a relation which satisfies the following 

conditions: 

For all .,b,c in D 

(i) a R a (refiex1rlty) 

(11) a Ii b imples b Ii a (S)aaetry) 

(111) a Ii band b R c imply aRc (transi"-rlty). 

Clearly the parall elism relation, the one on .. correspondence rilaticn, and all 

of the other examples indicated abo"" (including e.g. satisfy 

these conditiems. The relation fail" to satisfy condition (i), 

the relation brother of fall s to satisfy both (i) and (11), and the relation 

satbfies none of the givsn conditions; hence. argue ~biel and Lor-

enzen. none of the relevant statemants can serve as the basis for the gener-

ation of abstract objects. ('Litter', 'iasue' or 'brood' are terms which denote 

the abstract objecte detemned by the relation is identical with or is a 

which does satisfy all of the conditions for being an equivalence 

relation). 

Equivalence relations can be shown to have the property that given ~formal 

theat'J T (for dete1Js see Lorenzen, 1965) with an equivalence relational pred-

icate ll. and individual constents ('proper names') a.b.c .... we can consistently 

introduce into the theory new constents. say. all. bll • cR. which satisfy: 

(1) ('iff' is read: 'if and eml y if' here and in the 

sequel). In general. certain predicates P in the language of T will be 'compat-

ible' with the relation ll. that is to say they vi 1] satisfy 

(2) (x II y 8. Px) -+ Py • 

• 
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Then the newly introduced 'names' of abstract objects, R a , etc. are 

to satisfy ,for each compatible predicate 'P', 

(3) Pa -+ P(aR). 

For example, suppose 'P' signifies 'points North', which is a predicate 

cOOlpatible with the equivalence relation of paraIJeliam (or rather its analogue 

dellied for lines on the Earth's surface). Suppose 'a' denotes a particular 

Northward-pointing line, aR its direction. Then by () we have it that P is 

assigned to aR , i.e., that North is a Northward-pointing direction. loll 

There is a non-' ontological' interpreteUon of the newly-introduced 

constants, however, ane which is favoured by Lorenzen: 

Of course, noth; ng prevents us !rQ!! saying of the new constenta that 

they denote new objects, and tPat aR and bR denote the 8Sm~ object if 

aRb holds. This "semantic" relationsbi p between constants and 

objects is not a part of the formal theory at a'l. The introduction 

of such a ''talon de parler" of new objects, therefore, can be made 

without hes:\.tetion. (1965.p.l06r). 

But the distinction between 'ext"rn·" or semantic and 'internal' or syntactic 

considerations cannot be used in this w"" to side-stsp the phi 1 osophical prob-

lem of the existence of abstract Objects,and in particular of mathematical 

objects. For there are BOIIIe 'external' c(VIIDitments of a given theory (or of an 

incipiently theoretical context) which are acceptable, and others, as we shall 

see, which are not acceptable - a conf'inlation of our on p.126 that 

the conditions for the admissability of purported abstract objects are extreme-

ly difficult to formulate. Failure to take seriously the higher-order objects 

which are given in cognitive experience - which is typical of Lorenzen's 

approach to abstraction theory (see the last sentence of the passage just quo

ted p.l36 of his 1968r - results, as we :;..""l1 see, L'l a precisely proportioned 

failure to develop the correct thBory of such objects. Not, indeed, because 

the domain (or p1Y~ntom of a. domain) of abstract objects which results is too 

as is mere frequently the case with positivist and constructivist 

philosophies,but because too many entities (or phantoms of entities) come to 

be admjtted. 
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Before turning to these issues, however, let us consider the question 

why it is that fayonsde parler of the given type can always be introduced 

without fear of contradiction. The answer is that those relations which 

satisfy the condiUons (i) to (iii) - include the relation of identity - have 

the property that they partition the domai n 0 upon which they are defined 

into mutually exclusive sub-domains ('equivalence classes') such that any 

given member of each selected sub-daDain S stands in the given relation with 

all and only the members of S. Thus for example the eub-domains generated 

by the relation of identity are precisely the .mit-classes of all the objects 

1~ R involve4. The totality of abstract objects (a , etc.) defined by applic-

ation of a given equivalence relation to a domain 0 will be isomorphic with 

the tota1jty of R-equivalence classes defined for D. In this sense it is 

possible to conceive those equivalence classes thsmaelves as the 'results' 

of the process of R-abstraction. This bas the advantage that it involves no 
• 

C(Hilmi tment to any new t,pes of entities, all abstract (intellectual, inten-

tional) objects are'taken seriously'in being defjned as particular sets 

(higher order objects). But difficulties arise for any attempt to absorb 

the correspaldiJ1g tha017 (in its f"n general 1 ty) into any of ths shndard 

systems of set theory without fear of contradiction. 

in Flege' s Gg theory of liertverl!l.ufe may be seen as a consequence of I. ege' s 

incorporation of an over-general principle of abstraction into the theory, 

(Cf. Thiel,S&R, (the excellent) Ch.IV, and 1972, p.41); and none of the 

subsequently developed theories of sets are substantially more amenable in 

this reapGct. 

Even more serious difficulties arise for any proposal to identify abstract 

entities as equivalence classes, bowell'er, which we may brien, indicate as 

follows: 

(1) There are lIIII1Iy such entities, for example nUlUbers, which we simply 

do not conceive or'repreeent to ourselves' as classes or as Wert.erlllufe. 

"ege dismisses such an objection to his proposed identification of Dumbers 

as liertverlllufe of a determinate sort too lightly, pointing out that how we 
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thjnk of Wertverlllu!e and, presumably, also numbers, 8II1erges clearly from 

the basic assertions lIh1ch we make about them; but than removing all signif

iC8l'1ce from .. this remark by eusgeBting that there is, in such contexts, a 

]1rn1tless nexibility of language: Though it is not usual, 

as rider or le88 wide than the extension 

a! a concept, 

a mode of speech to which we become the identity of 

numbers and Wertverlllufe a! the appropriate "ort, sti]] 

there is nothing to prevent lIB speak1n.g in tbl a way if Ire wish, 

shDul.d such a case ever occur, (Gl, § 69). 

Thiel, too, over"peediJ ), dismieses the objeotion that num''',rs are not'thOught 

of' as 1fIertverlltufe, with the retorti ve: 

How, after aU should one conceive such an entity? (1972, p.31). 

This remark reveale a di6ili ! seal (typical of those innuenced by Frege) of 

the po.era of presentation of the mind, something 

which is itself a consequence of a fai]ure to recognise the extent to which 

presentations have a secure basis in the determinations of the presented 

entities themselves. (Compare the cttlclusion of note 88 above). In the 

present aase thi s basis is provided by the properties possessed b)' sets, 

equivalence claeses or \/ertverlllufe which are not posses6ed by abstract 

entities of other !dnds. Numbers, for example, do not 'possess elementa', The 

existence of large numbers does not depend upon the exietence of a suffic-

ient supply of objects which would constitute cor>espondingly large sets 

(a consequence of the I'M theory of numbers). It is ontological consi derations 

of this sort which lie at the root of the tnnexibili t)' of language which 

Frega is 1]] -prepared to recognise. 

(2) A further inadequacy of the proposed identification of all abstract 

objects as particular t3PoS of sets, claS88S or Wertverlllufe (accord;ng to 

tasl:e) arises as a result of the fact that where sets, classes, etc., are 

abstract applied retrospectivel)' to a given subject-

matter, there are many fields of 'third-kind entities' - colours, for example 

_ where the entitiee themselves seem to be logicall)' more primitive. This 

• 
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is reflected in the fact that the equivalence relation which is involved 

in such cases is specified by reference to those entities themselves, something 

which is possible only on the assumption that the latter are established in 

advance of the rel:Ognition of an equivalence relation. Thus while we . might 

reasonably assert that 

'1 is parallel to m', i.e. '1 R1 m', (say), 

is logically more primitive than 

'1 and m have 

this is not possible with respe"t to 

'a b'. i.e. fa ~ b', 

and: 'a and b have t i.e. 'aR2 • bR21 , 

or with respect to 'a has the , same I.Q. as, 

area as, b l t and so on. 

(3) The just-stated objection does not, of course, cast any doubts upon the 

formal correctness of the proposed identification; such doubt is cast however 

by the fact there are many equivalence relations defined in a perfectly 

acceptable manner upon familiar object-doma1ns,for which Lorenzen's principle 

for the introduction of an abstract object aR from a given constant simply 

does not hold, to an extent that such introduction can be tolerated onl y if, 

like Lorenzen, one refuses to take seriously the results of abstraction pro-

Cesses as abstract objects. The classic. axample in this connection is given -
by Gesch, who proposes the introduction of a ne,; term 'surman' (plural: 

'surmen') on the basis of the equivalence relation 

There is little reason to distinguish surmen from men; it matters 

little whether we say "Smith is a surman" or "Sclth is a man". If 

there is any difference between surmen and men, it is merely this: 

surmen are the same when their surnames are the same, whereas it is 

not universally conceded that men are the same when they have the 

same surname. But surman may be thought of as men if the latter 

notion is so qual i fied that men become identical when their sur

names are identical. Surmen may be thought of as men in abstraction 

from any differences which are not reflected in differences of sur

name. (1972, 222f). 
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n>cal oen •• ). Our sugbestion is that an equiyalence relation which may be 

defined on ~he b~sis of a relevant system of concrete properties normally has 

the status of a retrospective imposition. It may be such as to have a 

clarificatory role in connection with the abstract entities which the given 

concrete properties yield, but it has no ontological role inita own right. It 

follows that there can b. no question of deyeloping a general theory of abstract 

objects as identical to, or even as systematically associated with equivalence 

classes. Abstract objects should rather be identified as 'admissible' 

intentional objects; the North Sea, for example, is a higher-order intentivnal 

Object which has lower-order autonomous objeots, propertibs, states of affairs, 

etc., as its ontological support, (StEW,II/l,8 43). According to this theory-

which has the qualified support of Professor Thiel107 __ an equivalence relation 

provides just one kind of ticket for the introduction of an intentional or bigher-

order aeject. Objects introduced b,y equivalence relational abstraction then have 

the same existential dependence and the same formal-ontological structure which 

is possessed qy objects introduced on other kinds of ticket, e.g. by existential 

axjoms (axjoms of infini~) in the theory of sets. (Cf.Becker, 1929, pp.379,384) ~C 
• 

The equivalence relational theory of abstraction has a formal simplici~ 

which is of gredt heuristic advantage in creative or inventive mathematical 

contexts (see Sm;th,1975,& 7). But such simplici~ is wholly inappropriate in 

the area ot descriptive mathematics (or'ontology') where we are concerned to 

develop an ~equate theory of pro-existent (or pre-~stablished) object-domains. 

Thus our rejection of the equiv~lence rela~ional approach should not be taken 

as a rejection of the idea of developing a formal theory of ~bstract objects, 

but merely as a recognition that the theory involved will be hi~hly complex, 

shading off, in at least SOme areas of its detailed development, into e.g., 

theoretical physics. It is 'rege, perhaps who must be blamed for the fact that 

not all of those who have grasped the positive role which can be played by 

• 

formal methods in ontology have appreciated the intransigent cvmplexi~ of the 

.ubject-matter of that discipline. 
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§ 20. Concept correlates, meaning COl'lOlates, class correlates. 

For Frege the dj.Tision of entities into ontological categories rests on or 

is cc.rrelated with a 10giCO-gl'8""'"'tical dj.Tision of oorresponding refenlng 

expressione. The problem 1e that khere ontological category-distlnct:lrms are, 

of their very nature, absolute and immutable (eee e.g.Thiel, 1967, 275f, 

Ingarden, StEW,I, Ch.m), linguistic expressions have a fiuidj.ty of applic-

ation which makes .he draw:! ng of any ontologica]] y adequate demarcation-

Hnes on the berd s of such expressions a dj.f!1cult task, to an extent which 

precludes the possib:lli ty of treating ontology as a science dependent upon 

the pre-estahl:l shed results of such an exercise. The st.ndard Fregean 

argle8nt.that the given' n"ljty' can be removed in a suitsbly constructed 

fI'OilI the s;yntactic structure of which it would indeed be pos-

sible to read off 1 m"'utable ontological dj.st:l nctions amongst correspond:! ng 

referents, ie "nns11 able, s:inee, of course, the development of such a 

schrlft is possible only on the bas:ie of an ontologiea]]y well-corroborated 

critique of natural lang"age, that is to say, a critique supported by indep

endent ontologic·' investigat:lons. (The .... issues are illustrated in our crit-

interpretation of uege's ontoloQ in 58-60 below). 

Acoord:l ng to Frege eyeg 'proper name', that is every .si ngular denoting 

expression, denotes an object, and not a concept or flmction. Under these 

condj.tions it becomes impossible to emplo;r such an "xpussion to refer to a 

concept or function, for even an .. xpr~ssion such as 'the concept de-

notes an object and not a concellt. Thus whilst, on the basis of our fami '-

iarit;r with definite descriptions within natural language, we should Bssnme 

that the role of referent for an expression such as 'the concept horse' should 

be pla;red b;r the ooncept in questiCID, Frese hll. ua 

thet the concept as such cannot pla;r thia part, in view of its 

predicative nature; it must first be converted into an object ,or , 

speaking more precisel;r, represented b;r an object. (1892&.197). 

than, 1s not a concept, 'an a>lkwsrdness of language.which', 
, 

Frege te'la us, 'CBnnot be avo1ded'.(Q2.c1t.p.196). 
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Similarly within lreee's th~o~ the relazion of consanguini~ is not a 

relation, and the co~ine fUnction is not a function. ~rege is therefore forced 

to acknowle~e new types of aostract objects which, following Wells (1~5~, 

pp.16-~7), we can call 'concept correlates', 'relation correlates' 4nd Ifunction 

correlates'. These are the abstract objects (in a sense of 'abstract' which is 

perfectly consistent with that which we in~uced at the end of the previous 

section) which result when we impose the aJjen form of objecthood upon concepts, 

relations and functions, or when we select or create objects so constituted 

that th~ can 'represent' the latter within the domain of objects. 

Frege's tentative talk of • converting' a concept into an object is 

unacceptable since it carries the implication that a single enti~ could somehow 

survive a change of the given sort; as if William Gladstone, again, could 

somehow survive the m.tamorphosis of being turned into a pin or a taste. We 

could not accept such an accoWlt of~ al\Y' process since we could never aave any 
• 

reasonable grounds for speaking of one and the same entity before and after the 

'change' in question. (The beat discussion of these issues which I have seen is 

to be found in Ingarden, S.EH,I, 69-78). Thus the introduction of correlates 

cannot consist in a change in mode of being of pre-existent meaning-entities. 

Rather it must consist in new object-entities being correlated, in some 

aystematic way, with those pre-existent entities. But it is already cloar that 

given any particular ran.e;e of non-object entities more than one wa;y can be -fonnd 

of asSOCiating with that range a suitable range of correlates. Thus as we 

recognised in our discussion of referentialising abstraction in Ii 15-16 above, 

eve~ process of generation of correlGtes takes place against some particular 

background theory. Indeed, such a process receives i·:;s point precisely from the 

existence of some general theoretical motivation. 

What sense can be made of this ontolo5Y of correlates ae:ainst the 

background of our ontological dichoto~ between meaning-entities and object-

entities, a dichotomy which is ske_, as we have seen, to the oppo9tion between 

- function and object which is 
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defended by Frege? OUr own dichotany rests not on any distinction in 

logical category between 8I1y corresponding refetX'ing elq4'essions, but on a 

difference in the mode of relation bet"",en expreesions (more precieel7: their 

associated acts) 8I1d corresponding entities. Two such modes are distinguished: 

til the relation of an expression to its referent (if 8I1)'), 8I1d (ii) the 

relation of 8I1 expression to its senae. Theee are correlated, respectively, 

with the relation of an act (e.g. of perception or of memory) to its object, 

and with the relation of an act to its 0+" particular cognitive content (that 

which makes a given perception a perception of a cloud, say, rather than of 

• 

In construeti ng an ontological theory on this basi s ve must take account 

of the fact, which we have already had occasiOl1 to note, that senses (and 

in particular: COllcept6~ in our sense of 'concepti) can in certain CAses 

p1 .y the role of referent. For otherwise ve should find that our theory vas 

subject to p"radoxes of just the kind which beset luge'e theory, in virtue 

of the fact thet expressions such as 'the sense of "horse ",' 'the proposition 

expressed by "NOYikov refUted Burnside's conjecture ", I have a perfectly we11-

founded referential application (though anly if we take into account the 

problems of individuating propositi<ms in part:!.c"lar and sensell in general 

~sed in Ch.1 abOTe). 

Now vhi] st corl'elates are introduced into Frege' e phil osophy for merely 

formal reasons, namely as a means of meeting what ve shall see is an easily 

removable paradox, within our own framework the theory of correlates is merely 

a special case of a much more general theory of referential1 sing abstraction 

which includes, for example, analogues of Frege's oWQ Wertverlauf theory dev-

eloped in Gg. Of course, Frege did not conceive of his WertverlHufe as entities 

which are generated or constructed, stage b;r etage -( and in th1 s sense, as we 

shall see in our discussioo of Meinong below, it is inappropriate to conceive 

of u-ege as a proponent of abstraction theory as SUCh). In fact he did not 

recognise that there are examples of object-generatiOl1 which can have an 1lIIp-

ortant and positiw theoretical motivation, lIane of which we "beJ' discuslI 

• 
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here. 

The typical analytic phllosophicaJ. approach to thoae 'optional extras' of 

the philosophical trad1tion (meaning8,th~lghts, salves, norms, vaJ.ues), 

all of which ~ be provision,""y identified .... variant species of meaning-

109 entity ,is to saarch for w~s of 'reducing' such entities to less ontolog-

iC8l 1y profligate species of higher-order object defined over the domain of 

spatio-temporal individu8le. In mAny cases the results of such reduction can 

be jdentified, from the phen.-nological point of view, as various species 

of 'cor18late' in the sanse introduced above, senee correlates,for .. xample, 
110 

are ;Investigated under the auspices of the theory of sanses proper. 

Such introduction of sense correlates by Anal ytic phil 050phers is an 

exampl.e of .overt introduction of correlates within a theory. As an inter-

esting example of overt introduction of correlates we can instance the attempt 

by Lt!w .. nheim (19l+O) to produce a foundationsl theory for mathematics within 

the Sehrt!derl an logical traditi<m. The nature of Sehrt!derian logic has al ready 

been intimated in I 11 abOft, broadly speaking we may S"y that it is logic 

which is characterised by the fact that no difference is recognised, within 

the s,mbolism, between properties, concepts, and class8s. Thus 'T has the 

property a', 'T faUs under the concept a', 'T belongs to the claes a', 

" is a' are all represented, in Sehrt!derian, by means of the same expression, 

'T:€ a'. Schrt!der bimeelf had taken the notion of class (in the sense of 

or distributive whole) as primary in the interpretation of his 8)mbol-

ism, but Russerl put forward an alternative theory in which the concept 

is teken as primary.111 

Thi8 means that Russerl, in Pleser"ng (in effect) the Sehrt!derisn 8)m-

bolism, came to assimilate classes to concepts (i.e. the m"an1 nga of predicates) 

in such a way that "hs .. -memberabi p is identified aa the relation of an 

object to a concept under which it falls. But now all cla86es are seen as 

belong:!ng to the category of Jleim1nga, (in our framework). all elements of 

"las ... s as belnng:!ng to the category of objeots, It should already be clear 

how, on this interpretetion, the paradoxes of class or set thea;r (such as 
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Russell's paradox of the c]ass of all classes vhich are not members of them

selves) can be avoided. For 

~::!:!:!!2~~!....:!:l£ogi~c'-:.. Such a restric~on an class-fOlmatian 

is normal,ly taken to ~ an 1!Jlacceptable loss of power in the resultant 

mathematical mschinerr, but L6wenheim a vtrj in vh1ch tha ",hole of 

traditions] mathematics, includ1ng Cantor's set theorr, can be given a SchrB-

derian torm: L~wenhe1m Cl81ms, 1 

ci,t. p. 2). 

Ltlwnheim's method is to cOIIBtruct a SchrMerian model for class! cal. set 

tll&orr by de!i n1 ng, for each class vh1ch 10$ vish to be treated as an elnent 

in a second class, a proxy objec,t "'hich is to 

Such proxies oan now, of course, be identitied as class 

the former in the latter. 

cOl*zelatee.112 

Thus the scope of Frege' s theOl"3 of correlates becomes signiticantly 

expanded within our modified ontological framework, for nOli we IllUBt recognise 

not cm]1 concept, f'omction and class ccu'x'elates, but also sense corxelates, 

proposition cOl'Xelates, presentation correlates, ...,en "'hole theOl'Y correlates. 

Then alec if "" recognise nllllb .. :re ""d tx'uth values (and perhaps other of Frege' 6 

logical • objects') Be primarily meani ng....,ntitie .. (perheps Be the meani ngB of 

nmerical predicates and of truth predicates respectively) then XI'!!!!ber correl-

atee (dee Abstraktum Zah]) and truth 'f8llle correlates IllUBt also be distinguish-

ed. 

Within this framevOl:k also the peradmdoal con ... quences vhich motivated 

Freg .. •• orie;inal development of the theOrJ of corlelates are easily avoided. 

for it is not the but the intention of a given refer-

ring expression vh1ch deterrnines th& ontolOgical categorr of its referent. 

Thus instead of paradoxes ve have only either correct or incOl'I'ect intentions 

of relevent expressions: if, say. an 8M] Jtic philosopher usee the expz'essian 

.the sense of "horse'" to refer to an abstract objeot-entity. 88!j a particular 

equivalence c]aSB, then given the validity or our viev of aenses as categor

ially distinct from Object-entities. it vlll follow that vhat is denoted in 

hie intention is not a sens'll. but a a.nAe-eorr'lllate • 

• 
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II 21. Poet-<NSdeUan Phenomenology 

The phllosophy of mathematics, as of every other 'science of 8811ence', se8118 

to dema"d that we conceive the given discipline as having as its subject-matter 

a domai" of ideal entities, in order tc explain, e.g. the necessary truth of 

its statements and the ability of such statements to ground notUdtive prin

ciples of an absolute authority. Our arguments in § 17 concerning the relat

ive acceptablll ty of a 'platon1sm of meanings' and the implied non-.o~eptabiUty 

of a 'pla1;nni 8111 of object,,' 6 11ggest that an;y ideal entities to which we 

appeal must be meaning .ntities. In this sense, then, 'objectivism without 

objects' is the conect position in the phi1osoph;y of _thematics. 

There is an indispensable and IU1deniable objectivity of mathematical proofs 

and argument,,.nd of the entailment relations from which the .... are constituted. 

Kreisel's term 'informal rigour' is well-founded in its appUcation to what 

is ~!ndam«nt.l in this 'objectivity', somethi"g which is ineluctably intel-

lectn sl : anyone who the issues involved (who ha .. 'grasped' the 

given meanings) cannot fail to have insight into the correctneee of the 

deductions which are effected or of the axioms whlch are proposed. Thus the 

objectivity involved is more than a statistical or soclA10gica1 matter of 

agreement amongst mathematicians: it is a matter both of intersubjective 

as"eement and of intersubjective • 

In this respect the role of formal i sation and of 'fot lila]' rigour is .... in-

ferior - even (Brouwer) dispensable - rola; forma] 1 sation may help in the 

process of clarification in such a way as to make complex, higher-level mean

ings more accessible (as attempted formalisations of Brouwer's intuitionism 

have made intuitioni stic arguments more accessible), but its .d gni licance is 

parasitic upon the ever-present poaaibil1 ty of an acWaHeation of given 'formal' 

. " meanuga on nega's contentusl level of informal ngour. Bere however we must 

bear in mind HUB8erl's argument (aee pp.56-8 above) to the effect that the 

'epistemological criticism' which would erumre that this actnalisation was 

possible 18 a tuk for the pbl1 060phar (or for the mathematician qua phil oso" 
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pher): the consequencfll of th1 s argument for the nature of (qua 

matbematics) have been bardly appreciated by the proponents of informal 

rigour. 

This is becauM t as we Mall see, the g1 ven consequence turn: upon the role 

of objects in mathematics. But frCXII the point of rtew of informal rigour the 

role of objects, also, is an inferior one. For it can onl,. be by appeal to 

the rigour of lllathematical argument that e.g. the necessary truth of a math

ematical proposition can be established - never, e.g. b,. 1nspection of (or 

causal influence from I) autOl1CX11ously erlsUng ideal mathematical objects. 

Thus we can \D1dsrstsnd ~ Kreisel should wish to dish"". bl"seU flOlll 'plat

onislll,113 by 1nsisting that b,. his (profuse) use of the term 'IIIBthematicaJ. 

object' he refers eml,. to the 'mathematical objectirtt,.' indicated above (1971, 

p.35, cf. Castonguay, 1972, p. 84). Nevertheless we believe that the value of 

Kreisel's works .... contributions to our \D1derstsnd1ng of matbematics would be 

reduced cODl.iderabl,. if one were to erase all references to 'objects' in ac-

cordance with Kreisel's nomark. In this respect Moss's int"rpretation of 

Kreisel's work as exh1~tjng important characteristics of a rea11st phil os

oPh7 of mathematics (Moe", 1971) is a useful contributico" though, as we shall 

see, to deTelop a fully adequate phil osophy on this ba si sit wi 11 be neces-

srr to develop a thew'l of mathematical objects as objects which are 

in a certai n sense non-existent (I) 

First of e" we must recall the distillction, introduced by Carnap (1950) 

between internal and external questions of existence relati..a to a theory. 

Dec:!ding the 'iliternal' question of the exi stence of a given mathematical 

object relative to a theory r is equivalent to decid:!ng whether an appropriate 

existential formula can be proved as a theorem of r. 'External' questions of 

existence, not onl,. for mathematical theories but for theories in general, 

Osmap di,..:! sees as mean1 ngless - one can sign:! ticantly pose anl,. those ex

ternal questione which concern the simplicity, practiceJ1ty, truitflllnes9, etc. 

of particular theories. OUr (incOlllprehend:!l\g) position with regard to 

• 
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the latter views as applied e.g. to theories of physios, may be extrapolated 

fran the defence of realism at the beglnning of Ch.7. below. Here we shall be 

concerned llith a further generalisation of Carnap's internal/external distinc-

tion as applied not only to theories (and a fortiori not only to formalised 

theories) - whether these are explicit or incipient e.g. in particular belief-

systems, - but also to contexts in general (e.g. to the context of proving a 

mathematical theorem or of reflecting on the nature of sets), and to every 

'domain of familiarity' (Vertrautheitsbereich, MUller, 1967) in general. 

The force of this general1 sation me:s perhape be indicated by m"ana of an ex-

...,ple, as follows: it is an 'internal' implication of Mrs O'Gu]J1ble's belief-

system concerning elfenfolk that leprechauns exist. 'Externally'. however, lep

,,4 
recha,ms do not exist. Ontologically speaking it is only external considerat-

ions which are of interest, and it must be stressed that the C("ADltment to 

('admi ssible') purely intentional objects which vlll be defended in this work 

is far from being a c,""",1 tt:1snt to the object-status of each and every 1] J usory 

phantasm which Mrs 0' Gull j ble and her like, or even GlIdel and his 1 i ke me:s 

have reason to project. Any abject" involved in a sense 

explained belOIt, frOID without: justified, that is to say, with regard to 

their external 'vsridicaJ1 t,.' (see I§ Goff). 

Let us now appl,. thi3 distinction to the context established b,. the 

activities of a platonistic mathecatician attemptinG to extend the axioms of 

Zermelo-Fraenkel (hereafter: ZF) set theory. lie can distinguish, both inter-

nally and externally, two levels of implication with regard to contexts of this 

sort, which me:s be called the mathematical and the philosophical levels, resp

ectively. It is a first-level internal implication of the given context that 

all of the sets whose existence can be proved in ZF act"a1 l,. do exist (as 

ZF sets). It is a second-level (or 'ph1losophical level') internal implication 

of the given context - ve shall assume - that all such seta are ethereal bil-

'i8rd~all-'1ke creatures in a Platonic heaven. For the mathematician in 

question is one who finde it useful, in obtaining set-theoretical results, to 

suppose that ... ta are Platon1c objects. Castongue:s, as ve have seen (p.122) ,and 
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MOGS (1971,p.435) suggest that they find such a scenario at least plausible. 

Nov all external questions of existence relative to the context established 

by the given mathematician on this second level receive a negative answer, aince 

no set is a platonistically exist.ing ideal object. Are there, then:, any cases 

in which we may receive affirmative answers to questions of existence posed, 

externa]] y, on this second level? 

Perhaps a comparison with fiction is in order. Again one can dietinguish 

between internal and external queetions of existence relative to the context 

established by a particular reading of a given work of literature. And one can 

disti ngui sh also between such questions as posed on the firet and on the second 
utem,] 

level. The first-level/implicatj <ms of the context eetabli "bed b;r a reaM ng of 

include the theses that Hamlet and Rosencrantz and O,d1 denstern,etc., 

all exist as neab. and blood human beings - a clear nJustration of why inter-

nal implications cannot be allowed to have any ontological imporL. But what of 
level 

the second or phj]osophical/internsl implications of a given reading1 Let US 

suppose that a reeding of is effected b;r someone who believes that 

Shakespeare I S play is a true historical. record. Here the IMcmd level interna] 

impl1catjons of the given context are identical. with the first level interna] 

1mplicatjons. And thus, just as in the set-theoretic ca.e considered above, the 

externa] queeti one of existence posed on thi s seoond level 8)] receive a 

negative answer I Ham]et, etc. ,are not neab. and blood h'"",n beings. Clearly 

however there are many readi "gs of Shakespeare where second level externa] 

questions do receive positive answers, nam"~ when such question" are put to 

readers of the work who do not suppose that is a work of fact, who 

believe an the phi]osophical level, that is to say, that Ham]et, the fictional. 

character created b;y Shakespeare, is represented b;r Shakespeare as hanng exis-

ted as a nesh and blood h·maD being in Denmark in 11-., and so on. What 

is important ie that it is these lstter examples whioh are t;rpiceJ : tor few 

readers of Shakespeare, and certainly no proficient literary theorist, concret-

isee as a work of tact. And so aleo in the Qeae ot set theory: ffnl 

readers of ZF, and certaj n] y no proficient set theorist, concretisee ZF as a 
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theory which is descriptive of ideal objects. And again, this does not 

imply :that there are no such objects as ZF sets. Merely that they have a 

non-autonCX!lous mode of being (they are not discovered, but created). Just as 

concerns, in the terminology sketched on pp.49-51 above, quasi-real 

(i.e. purely illtention91 , temporel 1 y-determi ned) objeots, so ZF calceros 

qllasi-ideal (i.e. purely illtentiooal,non-temporally-dete1'llW'led)objects .115 

The poasibi 11 ty of af!irmati ve answers to external questions of existence 

(ill a wide, though as we shall see, logically precise senee of 'existence') 

posed 011 this second, 'pbHosophical' level with regard to set theories and to 

math"",,,t*:al theories generally, suggests that there is a "",,·e ill which c,,,",,lt-

JDent to objects ill mathematics 1Js more than a di .. pen--ble """,i11c9] cord' 

(Castongua:r), important e.g. only for pedagogicsl reaams. For mathematics as 

a ' illventive science (as an is a 
, 

of a work of fietioc (or any reading at a") i.e 001 Y E2ssible against a back

ground of coomdtment to quasi-real object •• This is bees""e, nen though the 

objectiv.l.ty of mathematics as a rigorous (philosophical) ecieno. rests, ill the 

end, upon illterrelatimships between coocepts, a science of concepts (of meaning-

entitios) as euoh is impossible to develop except by ... diation through the 

results of a 'positive' science of oorrelated object entities. And this is 

for very deep-seated reasons: as we saw em p.92 (and more details of the 

argument are given ill 54-57 below) meaning-entities are alwa;rs that thrOugh 

which we gain access to objeots, their tota] epistemological transparency 

gives rise to an eq"al and opposite epistemological inaccessibility with ref:!lrd 

to their illternaJ. constitution, sometbj ng which l18y explai n the • ontological 

impotence' concerni ng m~ani ng-entities which we disowssed ill Ii 1 • Thus although 

meaning entities can serve as referents for suitably constituted acts, this 

must always be ill a generic, unfulfilled way, qui.te inadequate for the needs of 

scientifio illnstigation of .. "aning entities which rigorous mathematics would 

seem to demand. Such investigations can be carried out only by back-reference 

from the results gaj.ned from the application of mesnings which we have 
116 

grasped, to suitably chosen danai"" of concrete and abstract objeot-entities. 
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Thus :In order to develop the science of mathematics at all, ontological 

cevnmitment to mathematical objects is an :Indispensable pre-requisite. And 

mathematics is no different, :In this respect either from the theory of liter-

ature or, e.g. from the theory of ~sicB. oould be regar-

ded as a merely temporary heuristic exped' ent - either in mathematics or :In 

physics - only if it were justified merely ':Internally'. Since creative math-

ematicians make mistake", to the extent that whole researoh programmes may 

reveal themselves as false starts, it follows that some :Indeed of mathematicians' 

heuristic , tmenteto objects vi" reveal thlllllselvea as jutitied only in-

ternal] y - here agei n, as the example of phlogiston 1" ustrates - the situation 

is no different fl'CiD that which prevail s in the clUle of physics. But from the 

reaH st point of view such false starts are non-typical. The remarkable 

fact is that mathematical objects are so coosistently and enduring].)' established 

:In the wake of the internal projection of heuristic ontological posits on the 

part of creative mathematicians. And .. hil st the latter,in bein8 merelJ inter-

nell y justified, involve no objects in the ontologieaJ.l;:r strict sense, the 

fOhler are, from the mathematical point of view, externally flllly justified, 

and this justification can be denied anl y on the basis of s ...... )d nd of meta-

physical dogmatism to the effect that only the objeot-status of, e.g. spatia-

temporal i'fdividnsls,could ever be externa"y justified. 

This reveals a st>ns'! in which it may indeed b. trae that 

despite their remoteness from sense experience, we do have something 

llke a perception of the objeots of set theory, ae is seen from the 

fact that the axioms force themselves upon us as beag true. I don't 

see any reason why we should have less confidence :In this k1 nd of 

perception, i.e. :In mathematical intuition, than in sense perception, 

which induces us to buiJ d up ~s:l.cal theoriee and to expect tbat 

future sense perceptions wi" agree with them and, moreover, to 

believe that a question not decidable now bas meaning and may be 

decided in tba tuture. (Gijdel, 1947, p.271). 

G!!del's use of the term 'mathematical :Intuition' may have a certain ali enatory 
-together 

effect, however. For it suggests a Z"mn1ng./ of two diet:lnct issues which lire, 

when considered :Independently, of a much s1 mpler nature than they appear wben 

.treated lUI involving tile employment of one lind the .. me· faculty of ... thematical 

• 
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• • 

intuitioa. For the non-creat~& "tbe·et~cian .• nd;tbe cre.tiT. mathematician 
• • 

in so far as he is not concerned with peripheral expansi.ons of ontology, 'percep

tio~ of pre-established mathematical objects is as unproblematic as is our access 

tD literary objects in works of fiction: both depend merely upon a certai n am-

ount of concretisator;y skill of the relevant sort, and both are susceptible to the 

same kinds of error on the part of the 'readers' involved. Now if, as we sha" 

suggest below, the term 'intuition' is exclusively related to the giving of an 

object-entity (and as such it should be freed of all its mystical connotations), 

it will follow that the creative mathematician employ 'intuition' as such, 

since in theareu in which he !!! 'creative', objects have not yet been established.: 

The creative mathematician in his extension of the domain of mathematical objects 

is concerned solely with highly complex fabrics of meaging entities, conceptual 
117 

extensions of pre-established object-regions. Such concept"al extensions wil 1 

involve ontological posits, but the 'object'-status of such posits is 'internal' 

only - that is to sa:y it has no properly ontological import. Only some of these 

internal posits will themselves give rise to established objects as such; others 

will be eliminated under the pressure of 'epistemological criticism' from the 

mathematical . Fachwelt. T!rl.s criticism partakes of the standards of rigour of 

the mathematical 'objectivity' discussed above, which will in turn imply that 

mathematical objects, once established, will rarely, if ever, be called into 

question at a later stage. 118 T!rl.s is why it is that we have a remarkable 

freedom from foundational prises in mathematics (as distinct from mathemliltical 

logic where different considerations apply, cf. Wang, 1974, e.g.p.48). And in 

order to take account, ontologicaJly, of this stability of the mathematical obj-

ect-world it is necessary to develop a realist philosophy of mathematics as 

a ('positive') science of quasi-ideal objects. Such a theory will have a hard

headed respect for the broad mass of 'content"a" mathematical results which ha'le 

been obtained and which will continue to be obtained by the community of mathem-

aticians t much as a rea'i.at ph;) osophy of science bas a hard-headed respect for 

the broad mass of the results which are obtained, in cumulation, by the natural 

sciences. Both mathematical and physical realism make due allowance for the 

possibility of temporary set-backs and 'local' abberation, but both rest on what 

is believed to be an amply justified refusal to aclmowledge the possib1ty that 

mathematics as a whole, or natural science as a whole, may rest on a fnnndation 

£Of error.119 
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We have argued that it is impossible to develop a science of meaning-entities 

as BUch, except by mediation through the results of a science of correleted 

object-entities. We suggest that both Husserl and Frega (and, in fact, geinon,; 

also, discussion of whom we postpone hewever until Ch.l0) recognised,in differ

ent ways, the truth of this assertion, lrut that they each failed to draw the 

correct philosophical con3equences froo this recognition. To simplify somewhat. 

we may say that both Husserl and Frega assumed that it >Iould c altinue to be 

possible to maintain the standards of rigour appropriate to sciences of meaning

entities as these had been hitherto developed, that is, they failed to recog

nise that only 'positive' or 'free' sciences of object-entities are possible 

at all. And both assumed that the ascription of object-correlates to m~aning

entities (more precisely, in Frege's case, to fnnctions) was unproblematic. 

That is Husserl assumed that it was un14'oblematic to ascribe a 11n; que tcbjective 

correlate' to every consistent meaning-entity, and Frege that it was unproblem

atic to ascribe a lmique 'representative object' (1892a,p.197) to every con

cept, (Frega here deliberately leaving open the possibility, as it seems, that 

this representative object should be identified as the Wertverlauf of the 

associated concept: cf. the final quote on p.77 above, and Thiel,S&R,p.67). 

It must be pointed out,however,that in the criticisms thus advanced we have 

done no more than capture t in a coopressed form, a whole series of indi vidua' 

criticisms which would have to be made concerning each one of several axes of 

foot-loose transition, especially on Husserl's part, between object-domains 

and domains of meaning-entities. In order to illustrate in more detail the 

issues underlying such criticisms, and in order to see, more specifically, 

whJ it is important to reject the paradi~ of 'rigour' which was characteristic 

of ;>re-GtldeJi an phenomenology (cf. the arguments at the end of § 8) in favour 

of a more adequate • post-Gt!delian' paradigm, we shall spend some time discus

sing particular points arising from Husserl's theory of essential insight. 

The canplexities of this theory are so great that the account presented here 

must be seen as a simplification only; nevertheless it is sufficiently detailed 

to jllustrate the crucial difficulties l<hich arise fran any assumption to the 

effect that a transition fran mean1ng entities to their correlates in the realm 

• 
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of objects can be made in an Wlproblel!latic way. 

First of aJ.l it is important to establish that Husserlian essences belon~ 
u 

to the category of object-in-generaJ. as this is conceived in the present work. 

Difficulties are created here by the fact that Husserl put fOl ward a doctrine 

in LU, which he later came to reject,according to which whilst the meaning of 

a term such as 'Redness',which denotes an essence, is not itself identicaJ. 

with thet eSBence (LU,2nd Investigation, 1142), stUl that meaning isa (dlfferent) 

essence in its own right (LU, 1st Investigation, e.g. II JJ). With regard to 

Husserl's later doctrine, which we shall discuss in the Chapters (5 and 6) 

which folkN, in which Husserl rejected - roughly in consequence of arguments 

of the t:Jpe advanced in Ch.1 above concerning the identity (or rather non

identity) of meanings from context to context - the doctrine that 'lIIeenings are 

essences, it can be lINCh more clearly estal-llshed thateseences are excluded 

from the category of mean1 ng-entities. 

In Ideas I, tor example, Husserl tells us that the essence or eidos 

is an object of a new type. Just as the datum of individ\lal or 

empiricaJ. intuition is an individual object, so the datum of 

esaentiaJ. intuition is a pure essence. (Id,I,10f, Eng.trans.p. 

55) • 

Tha slmHarlt:y or Husserl'" view of esssntial insight as an analogue of 

sense perception for eidetic rather than tor spatio-temporal objects with 

GHdel's views just quoted,is no accident. Both recoenised that to defend the 

possibUity of a science of non-spatio-temporaJ. objects which would make no 

appeaJ. to any form of lnysticaJ.' intuition giving direct but, aJ.as, purely 

subjective ac,!".intanoe with the objects of the discipline, it would be nec-

essary that the mode of access to those objeots should have all of the det-

ermlning characteristics which are possessed by sense perception. Most iI!!por-

tantl:r, access would have to be intersubjectively verifiable (the remarkable 

fact of amongst mathematicians as to argum~nt8 and proofs), and 

aocess would have to be such that what is 'seen' indistinctly at one stage ma:r 

be distinctly 'seen', as a result of increases in knowledge,at an epistemolog

ically later stage. ThIlB the anaJ.ogy between sense perception and Hll8serl's 

, 
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essential 1 nsight 

is not a mere superficial ana) ogy. but a radical. corrvu1Jni ty of nat

ure. Essential intuition is still intuition, just as the eidetic 

object is still an object. The generalisation of the correlative, 

mutua'ly attached concepts "intui tion" and "object" is not a casual. 

whiM. but is c~pelljng11 demanded b1 the ver1 nature of things. 

EQpirical intuition. more specifical11 sense-experience. is conscious

ness of an individual object. LitJ"brings it to givenness" ... On 

quite siMilar Bnes essential intuition is the consciousness of 

something. of an "object". a somethi ng tOl<ards which its glance 

is directed. a something "self-given" within it ••• (Id.I,p.11. 

Eng.trans.p.55 reproduced with slight alterations). 

Despite this view of essences as objects, however. Husserl still finds himself 

able to assume that there is a perfect identity of structure (a one-one corres-

pondence) betl<een the domain of essences and the domain of (consistent) mean-

ings; he tells us that although the apprehension of the Loema (a B3nonym. as 
, 

we sha" see in Ch.6. for the term • sense , or 'meaning' as used in the present 

work) is not the apprehension of the corresponding essence. still 

a change of attitude and direction of apprehension is here essentially 

possible. through which the apprehension of the noema can transform 

itself into the apprehension of the correspondjng ontic essence. 

(Husserl.1952, p.85. cf. l1ohanty,1974a,p.Z31).12.0 

Thus the correlation bet,·reen me':lDipg and eidetic object which Husserl claics, 

raises in a particular form problems which >Ie have already encountered (and 

will encounter again) in our more general discussions of the process of ref-

erentialising abstraction. 

We do not wish to be dral<n here into a detail ed discussion of Husserl' s 

accounts of eidetic or essential insight and in particular of the method of 

imaginative variation. (See LU,B2f, Investigation II,~ passim; Id.I, 3, 

67-75, et passim). What must be pointed out. hOHever. is that the value of 

Husserl' s work in this area can be recc>gni sed only to the extent that one 

approaches eidetic insight not as any speCial method (see the discussion of 

Glldelian 'insight' on pp.144f ahove) but as a process or set of processes of 

a quite familiar nature which would be recogni sed by every tbi nker as indis-

pensable to thought as such. Consider, for example, the following description 

, 

, 

I 

, 
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given by Husserl of the role of phantasy in geometrical thought: 

The geometer in his research operates incomparably more in imagination 

(Phantasie) than in perceptions of figures or of models - and this 

applies even to the 'pure' geometer, i.e. the geometer who does not 

appeal to the methods of algebra. Clearly it is necessary in this 

imagining to secure cleax intuitions, a labour from which the drawing 

and the model set him free. But in actual drawing and modelling he is 

testricted, whilst in fancy he has perfect freedom ofaxbitrary re

casting of his figures as imagined, in running through continuous 

series of possible shapes, and thus in the production of an uncountable 

number (einer Un?ahl) of new creations I a freedom which opens up to him 

for the first time an entry into the spacious realms of essential 

possibility with their infinite horizons of essential knowledge. 

(ld,l,p.131; Eng.trans.(modified),p.199f).111 

Given this interpretation howevet some of the claims which Husserl makes 

on bebal f of his eidetic method begi n to appear in a far from acceptable 

light. To feel our way through the issues involved let us isolate three 

important facts concerning the nature of essences as these were conceived by 

Husserl: 

(i) the domain of essences is to exhibit precisely the same massively complex 

hierarchical structure (see Ch.1. above) which is possessed by the domain of 

"onsistent) meaning-entities, (see Husserl,1952, 85-88) 

(ii) Access to a given essence,e.g.house, can be obtained only against a back-

ground of familiarity with related essences, implying a grasp of the corres-

ponding meanings; such access presupposes also a familiar±ty with objects (real 

or imagined) which possess the given essence, (without, such familiarity,of 

course, the process of imaginative variation must fail even to get off the 

ground). (i) and (ii) together imply 

(iii) that there is an important limiting condition on our access to essences 

- this must take place in determi nately ordlted chai ns of increaBi ng conceptual 

cJarity as we pass from essence to essence, or from ane essence to its const-

ituent determinations, interioriBing the meanings (including whole theories) 

involved at lower levels in order to be able to grasp those meanings and 

apprehend corresponding essences which pertain to the next higher level. 

(see Id,l, e.g. sI!6f,66ff,75~38f,141). 
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All of this was recognised, in one form or another, by Husserl; but what 

Husserl did not 'recognise was that this epistemological limitation on our 

access to essences, is reflected in a parallel ontological determination on 

the side of the essences themselves: the domain of essences as a whole can

not be conceived as laid out "flatU t as it were t in such a way that each 

essence would be, even in principle, capable of a 'perfectly clear apprehen

aion' (Id,I,!i69,1II136-38) as essences are picked out, one by one, by the 

ideating subject. 

The d~ain of essences is divided, rather, into a series of ' levels of 

stali! 1ty' of eidetic insight: insight into the essenoe correlated with a 

given meaning-entity M on one level of stability may be characterised, with 

the fullest indubitability, as a'perfectly clear apprehenaion' by the stan

dards operative on that level, only to reveal itself at some epistemologically 

later stage as being associated with inferior 'standards of rigour' relative 

to those which are operative on a higher leve~where a new essenoe, more or 

less distantly related to the first, is correlated with the meaning-

entity M. There is no degree of apodicticity or clarity of apprehenaion which 

would be sufficient to ensure that we are somehow at the end of such a 

chain, that the highest and most inclusive degree of rigour has somehow 

been achieved. For the notion of a highest degree of rigour is an illegitim

ate one (as we shall see). Indeed the notion of the domain of essences as a 

completed totality, which would have a 'highest' level is itself illegitim

ate: the domain of "'sences has the character, rather, of an 'inconsistent 

total ity' in Cantor's sense (see 1139 below). 

Thus essential insight is always in one sense provisional onl y. In another 

sense however it is to be recogni sed as familiar a process for securing know

ledge as are any of the processes to which we may appeal in empirical science: 

in both cases we can attain secure knowledge at one stage, which is preserved 

through all later stages in the development of a given discipline even though 

it may cane to be seen in a very different light.(Cf.e.g.Newtonian phyaics, 

or the Newton-Leibniz differential calculus). Thus we cannot accept the view 

of Naess, who has made criticisms of Hllsserl "imilar to the above (cf. his 
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1954, and Fptlesdal ,1958,p.51) who dismisses apodictic knowledge as being 

such that our having such knowledge in any given case could never itself be se-

gurely known: 

'e may actually have a great deal of apodictic knowledge, but it 

cannot be known (in the strict sense of Husserl) that we have.(O~ . -
cit.p.63). 

Naess concludes from this view that the systematic investigation of essences 

should be abandoned, for tha reason that 

As soan as a science is said to be science of or about somethjng, -
there is a radical risk of error; it partakes in the imperfections 

of the sciences of the real. (p.60) 

Instead he favours an 'exploration' of 

the ideal, the infinite domain of forms and structures including 

the domain of contradictions ••• ~a-1 free engagement in contempla

tion of mere possibilities of forms and structures, independent of 

any purpose to create a Lehre or science • (Loa .cit. ) 

We suggest that the task is precisely that of creating a 'positive' science 

(that is to say, not a 'science of the real' but a (non-rig~oua) 'science of 

objects~. The scope of this "cience would be the systems of essences belonging 

to those levels which have already been brought under control, and it would 

be developed by application of the standards of rigour - even though these 

may not yet be fully grasped - belonging to the next highest level. Such a 

science has in fact already been developed to a large extent by G~del and 

Kreisel and other proponents of informal rigour in metamathematics, but the 

degree of success which would be achieved in other areas, most especially in 

philosophy, by this kjnd of approach is as yet in doubt. Certainly Husserl 

himself was not afraid of any 'imperfections of the sciences of the real': 

It is not, fortunately, essential insight which makes science, in 

the CO!li"on, practically most fruitful sense, possible, but scien

tific instinct and method. (LU, 253; LI ,245). 

What we are suggesting is that scientific instinct and method are the indispens-

able tools even of essential science, and that they are not made dispensable 

by any possibiHty of a 'perfectly clear apprehension'. This implies also that 

essential science exhibits that 'cumulative' character which is so charscter-
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istic of 'sciences of the real' and of other 'posi ti ve' sciences such as 

mathematics. 

Thus we find once a gajn what we encoWltered in our more general discussion 

of referentialj sing abstraction, that the notion of a object-totality 

being associated with a totality of meaning-entities in some systematic way 

is an illegitimate one : as will become clear in Part :!'wo belOW, the two 

kinds of totali ty each have an ontological structure which would IMke any once-

for-all systematic correlation one with the other an insupportable hypothesis. 

We might reasonably ask why it was that Husserl did not recognise the incom-

patibiJ i ty of the two types of dmai n, and why it was that he seems to have 

==,-totelit;,: of essences (and even of an all-em-

bracing essential science - Id,~, 71-75). Perhaps this was because the 

E'xamples of eidetic insight which he cone!dE!red concerned, in general, essences 

table 122, and essences of percept"al objects generaJly,for 

which the crucial problems do not arise in their most conspicuous fat'm. There 

is a deeper reason, however, one which lends real significance to the idea of 

an opposition betwe8n 'pre-Gtldelian' and the (as yet underdeveloped) 'post-

G6delian phenomenology'. 

The crucial issue is the nature of the paradigm of an essential science 

(rigorous science) which tOlmdd the presupposition of Husserl's work. Despite 

the vallant efforts which he made to develop a plausible notion of a descrip

tive essential science (Id,I,SS71,73-75) , this paradigm remained that of 

a formally complete theory. The mathematical disciplines, including geometry 

and - be it noted - arithmetic, were,he claimed, 

the only ones a t the present time which could effectively represent 

the idea of a scientific eidetic.(Id,I,132fi Eng.trans.p.202). 

Geometry, in particular, is not a 'taxonomy' of spatial figures, it 

does not grasp in single intuitions, describe and classi fy in order 

the lowest eidetic differences, the numberless spatial figures that 

can be drawn in space. as do the descriptive natural science" in 

respect of empirical natural formations. Geometry gives, rather, a 

SlDaJ] number of typos of flmdam.,ntel construct, the ideas of body, 

surface .. point, ang1.e, and the like, LandJ with the help of axioms, 
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i.e. of primitive laws of essential being, it aomes to be in the position to 

infer deductively, and in the form of exact determining concepts which represent 

essences which cannot normally be apprehended in intuition, all fmoms that 

"exist" in space, i.e., all spatial forms that are ideally possible and all the 

essential relations that concern them. 

This implies that 

the variety of spatial formations generally has a remarkable logically primitive 

property, to indicate which we introduce the term "definite" lIIani fold or 

''mathematical mani fold in the strict sense of the term CmathematicalY." 

It has the following distinctive feature, that concepts 

and 

that in principle, therefore, remains within it.(Id,I, 

135j Eng.trans.(slightly modified) 204). 

It followe, B\lsserl tells us, that 

ation of the aX; ana" are equivalent, and '; kewise also the concepts IIfa'se" 

and "formally implied as the opposite of a formal implication of the axioms". 

That is to say, in mathematical logical terminology,the theory in question is 

complete, and Husserl can be rightly proud that he had obtained the crucial in
in 1890 

sights into the nature of a complete theory 81 ready An work prepared for his 

• which had been 

conceived of by Husserl as forming a second volume of his 

aetik (Cf.Id,I,136,n.1j Eng.trans.p.205). 

It is a distinguishing feature of a 'complete' manifold that its elements 

possess just that kind of total determinateness which Husserl had assumed would 

be accessible through the 'perfectly clear apprehension' of hid once-for-all 

process of essential insight. But as a result of G6del's work (and in particlllar 

of his first incompleteness theorem,1931) we now know that even in mathematics 

this kind of completeness is very rarely to be obtained. Only certain isolated 

disciplines, in particular elementary geometry123, determine mathematically com-

plete manifoldsj for the central disciplines of mathematics elementary 

arithmetic (together with classical analysis, ordinal arithmetic, and classical 

set theory) this completeness is essentially unobtai nable. This is not to say 

that with respect to e.g. elementary arithmetic,rigour as such is unobtainable. 

o 
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Frege, Husserl, Russell and Peano, that is to say, >!ere not deluded in BUP

posing that the five Peano axioms (or Frege's~uivalent) represented a rigor-

ous explication of the arithmetic of natural numbers,and therefore that they 

expressed, in Husserl's terminology, the results of a valid insight into the 

eesence natural number. But there is a higher level of rigour, opened up 

by Gtldel's proof Gf his first incompleteness theorer.l, >lhich gives rise to 

ne>! insights which are unobtainable (e.g. by the addition of stronger axioms 

to those of Peano) so long as we remain on the level of essential insight 

which had been acceptable to Frege and Husserl. The difference between these 

tvJO levels has been weU-expressed by Hintikka "lith reference to issues 

beyond those which arise within metamathematics; Hintikka points out that 

Far too ~any applications of the methods borrowed from logic 

have rel,ained on the level of syntax (in Carnap's sense). That is, 

their users have been content to put fOr\·/ard plausible-Ioo)dng 

candidates for logical truth in terms of the concepts they are 

studying, and;iLausible-looking candidate" for rules bf deriving 

new truths from them. Plau"ibili ty here means agreement with what

ever intuitions we happen to have concerning the concepts involved. 

The ~ain trouble is that our intuitions, even when basically 

sound, frequently have to be applied in roundabbut ways. Th.se 

intuitions are often grounded, not i11 the logical relations to 

which they seem to pertain, but rather on certain more complic

ated logical relations ••• syntactical methoda often have to be 

supplemented by semantical (codel-theoretical) methods.(1968,3f). 

The extent to which a 'semantic intuition'could be developed by those who 

have absorbed the therno\e.",hich underly pre-Gtldelian 'syntactic intuition', 

is difficult to determine (one cannot foresee the standards of rigour which 

will,in the future, come to be accepted as commonplace); our suggestion is 

that a clear answer to this question could be achieved on) y by developing 

the requisite phenomenological theory, sanething which could in tuzn be 

best achieved by determi n1 ng which of Husserl'iS immense contributions to 

philosopby 'r,ould survive the change from a • syntactic I to a 'semantic t 

paradigm of rigour. 
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